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Abstrat

Motivated by the semanti web appliation, we present a generi ex-

tension of desription logis to desribe ations. These ations an then

be hained to servie desriptions. A web page providing a servie an

be annotated with a desription of this servie, whih an then be taken

into aount by agents searhing for a web servie. Besides syntax and

semantis of this extension of DLs, we de�ne and disuss inferene prob-

lems whih are useful to annotate web pages with a desription of the

servie they provide.

1 Motivation

DLs have proven to provide useful support for the de�nition, integration,

and maintenane of ontologies [7, 17℄|a feature whih makes DLs impor-

tant for the semanti web [3℄, where ontologies will play a entral role.

More preisely, ontologies are envisioned to be used in annotations de-

sribing the ontent of web douments, and will then be used by agents

searhing the semanti web.

However, these agents, besides searhing for information or web pages

with a ertain ontent, should also be able to searh for servies o�ered

in web pages suh as ordering a book. Hene the ontologies referred

to in the annotations should also allow for desriptions of servies. Now

servies di�er in priniple from other onepts desribed in an ontology in

that, when desribing them, we need to desribe their dynami behaviour.

That is, we want to say what a servie S expets to hold prior to its

invoation and how its invoation hanges the world, e.g., how the world

looks like after the servie has been \arried out". This is, unsurprisingly,

pretty similar to the ations desribed in planning and reasoning about

ations (see, e.g., Chapter 4 of [16℄ for an overview on planning, [15℄ for

an overview on logis for reasoning about ations, and [5℄ for DLs for

planning and reasoning about ations): a servie/ation is desribed by

pre-onditions, hanges the ation yields, and post-onditions.

In this paper, we propose a generi formalism whih allows to desribe

the dynami behaviour of servies. This formalism allows to refer to



onepts de�ned in an ontology desribed in an expressive DL well-suited

for the semanti web. Besides de�ning (the syntax and semantis of)

this formalism, we propose interesting inferene problems, i.e., deiding

whether a servie is realizable, whether a servie yields ertain results, and

whether one servie subsumes another one. Algorithms deiding these

problems an be used, for example, to support the annotation of web

pages, to struture servies, and to �nd servies on the web.

2 Desribing Servies

We assume the reader to be familiar with DLs. The following framework is

generi in that it an be instantiated with any DL L, e.g., ALC, SHIQ,

DLR, SHOQ(D), or Q-SHIQ [19, 10, 4, 9, 12℄. We start with the

de�nition of the syntax of ations, then explain the intuition of ations

and give some examples, and �nally ontinue with the de�nition of the

semantis of ations.

De�nition 1 Let N

C

be a set of individual names, N

X

a set of individ-

ual variables (variables), and L a (desription) logi. We use N

I

as an

abbreviation for N

X

[N

C

. A ondition is an expression of the form

8C; C(a); R(a; b); a 6= b

for a; b 2 N

I

, C an L-onept and R a possibly negated L-role. A relax-

ation is an expression of the form

?C

p

?C

p

(a) ?C

p

; Q(a) ?Q ?Q(a) or ?Q(a; b)

for a; b 2 N

I

, C

p

a onept name, C, D L-onepts, and Q a role name.

An ation A = (pre; rel; post) is a triple onsisting of

� a set pre of onditions, the so-alled pre-onditions,

� a set rel of relaxations, and

� a set post of pairs �= of a set of onditions � and a ondition , the

so-alled post-onditions.

Next, we desribe suh an ation A intuitively. Firstly, ations de�ne

a relation on interpretations, i.e., an ation A relates an interpretation I

to an interpretation I

0

if A an yield I

0

when \applied" to I. This an

only be the ase if I and I

0

satisfy A's pre- and post-onditions:

� onditions that must be satis�ed forA to be arried out are desribed

in pre. A ondition of the form 8C requires that eah individual in

I is an instane of C. The other onditions orrespond to ABox

assertions in DLs; see, e.g., [18℄.



� onditions that must be satis�ed after A has been arried out (i.e.,

by I

0

) are desribed in post. Sine the state of the world before A

may inuene the e�ets of A, the post-onditions di�er slightly from

pre-onditions. The idea behind eah �= is that, if eah ondition

in � holds in I, then  must hold in I

0

(e.g., if a gun is loaded,

then pulling its trigger yields a shot, whereas nothing happens when

pulling the trigger of an unloaded gun).

Moreover, we want that I

0

di�ers only minimally from I. That is,

we only want that I

0

di�ers in those aspets from I that are required

by the post-onditions. This will be ensured by the semantis of ations.

However, one might not want to foresee all e�ets an ation an have,

and thus might want that the interpretation of ertain role or onept

names X may hange freely from I to I

0

. In this ase, one an use X in

a relaxation of A. Suh a relaxation an be global as in ?C

p

, or loal as

in ?C

p

(a). For example, when desribing the servie of buying a house,

we might want to say that the happiness of the new house owner o

2

may

hange freely using ?Happy(o

2

).

This \built-in" minimization of hanges together with the possibility

to relax it for ertain role or onept names is one of the entral features

of our proposal.

Before de�ning the semantis of ations, we will give some intuitive

examples. The following is a simple biyle-selling ation:

(fowns(a

1

; b); wants(a

2

; b); owns(a

2

; p); Biyle(b)g;

;; (1)

f;=owns(a

2

; b); ;=owns(a

1

; p)g);

where ; is the (empty) set. As ondition, the empty set is satis�ed by eah

interpretation. As a relaxation, the empty set ensures that the hanges

of all onept and role names are minimized.

Provided that (1) owns

�

is a funtional role (or the bakground knowl-

edge base ontains an axiom like > v (� 1 owns

�

)), (2) we are happy to

model the prie of the biyle b using the abstrat objet p, and (3)

nothing else should hange by selling/buying a biyle, this simple ation

desribes selling a biyle in a suÆient way: due to the semantis, only

the ownerships of the biyle and its prize will hange by this ation. For

example, b remains a biyle. If the biyle is a bad one, the new owner

will be unhappy and the former owner happy, whih an be modeled in

the following way:

(fowns(a

1

; b); wants(a

2

; b); owns(a

2

; p); Biyle(b)g;

;; (2)

f ;=owns(a

2

; b); fBad(b)g=:Happy(a

2

);

;=owns(a

1

; p); fBad(b)g=Happy(a

1

)g)



If we want to allow models where buying a biyle might make the former

or the new owner (un)happy, we an modify the ation in the following

way:

(fowns(a

1

; b); wants(a

2

; b); owns(a

2

; p); Biyle(b)g;

f?Happy(a

1

); ?Happy(a

2

)g; (3)

f;=owns(a

2

; b); ;=owns(a

1

; p)g)

Finally, if we want to express that the happiness of a

2

's parents an

hange freely (i.e., they an remain (un)happy or beome (un)happy)

through a

2

buying the biyle, we simply add ?Happy; parent(a

2

) to the

relaxations.

In these examples, we did not say whether a

i

; p, and b are individual

names or variables. The di�erene made by using individual names or

variables will beome lear when de�ning the inferene problems.

The semantis of onditions is de�ned as follows.

De�nition 2 Let L be a desription logi and A = (pre; rel; post) an

ation with N

A

X

the set of variables ourring in pre, rel, or post.

Let I = (�

I

; �

I

) be an L-interpretation and � : N

A

X

! �

I

an assign-

ment of the variables in A. As in ABoxes, individual names � 2 N

C

are

mapped by �

I

to individuals �

I

2 �

I

. For the sake of suintness, for

variables or individual names a 2 N

I

, we de�ne their interpretation as

follows:

a

I;�

:=

�

�(a) if a 2 N

X

a

I

if a 2 N

C

Then I and � satisfy a ondition of the form

8C if C

I

= �

I

, C(a) if a

I;�

2 C

I

,

a 6= b if a

I;�

6= b

I;�

, and R(a; b) if ha

I;�

; b

I;�

i 2 R

I

,

where negated roles are interpreted as usual, i.e., (:R)

I

= �

I

��

I

nR

I

:

To de�ne the semantis of an ation, we will �rst de�ne when the

appliation of an ation A to a model I possibly yields another model I

0

.

De�nition 3 Let I = (�

I

; �

I

) and I

0

= (�

I

; �

I

0

) be two L-

interpretations sharing the same interpretation domain and oiniding

on the interpretation of individual names a 2 N

C

. Then an ation A

possibly yields I

0

when applied to I (written I  

A

I

0

) if there exists an

assignment � suh that � , I, and I

0

satisfy the following onditions:

� I and � satisfy eah pre-ondition in pre,

� for eah 

1

=

2

in the post-ondition in post, if I and � satisfy 

1

,

then I

0

and � satisfy 

2

,

In this ase, we say that A possibly yields I

0

with � when applied to I

(written I  

�

A

I

0

).



As mentioned above, this notion of an ation transforming one in-

terpretation I into I

0

is too weak. More preisely, I and I

0

may di�er

largely|as long as they satisfy the pre- and post-onditions. Clearly, this

is not what is intended when desribing an ation. In general, one only

wants as few hanges/di�erenes between I and I

0

as neessary|with

the exeption of ertain onept or role names X whih are mentioned

in relaxations ?X. This idea is formalized in the notion of an ation A

\yielding" a model I

0

when applied to a model I: this is the ase if A

possibly yields I

0

and if I

0

is a model with minimal hanges ompared to

I, i.e., taking bak any di�erene between I and I

0

but those mentioned

in relaxations ?X would result in a model I

00

whih A does not possibly

yield when applied to I.

De�nition 4 Two interpretations I and I

0

di�er w.r.t. � in d 2 �

I

and

a onept name C

p

if

� d 2 C

I

p

and d 62 C

I

0

p

or d 62 C

I

p

and d 2 C

I

0

p

,

� ?C

p

62 rel,

� ?C

p

(a) 62 rel for eah a with a

I;�

= d, and

� ?C

p

; R(a) 62 rel for eah R and a with ha

I;�

; di 2 R

I

.

Analogously, I and I

0

di�er w.r.t. � in hd; ei 2 �

I

��

I

and a role name

R 2 N

R

if

� hd; ei 2 R

I

and hd; ei 62 R

I

0

or hd; ei 62 R

I

and hd; ei 2 R

I

0

,

� ?R 62 rel,

� ?R(a) 62 rel for eah a with a

I;�

= d,

� ?R(a; b) 62 rel for eah a; b with a

I;�

= d and b

I;�

= e.

Next, for an ation A, an L-interpretation I and an assignment � , we de-

�ne an ordering 4

I;�

on interpretations whih haraterizes their \prox-

imity" to I as follows: for two interpretations I

0

6= I

00

, we say that

I

0

4

I;�

I

00

if, for all onept names C

p

, role names R, and individuals

d; e 2 �

I

,

� if I and I

0

di�er w.r.t. � in d and C

p

, then I and I

00

di�er w.r.t. �

in d and C

p

and

� if I and I

0

di�er in w.r.t. � in hd; ei and R, then I and I

00

di�er in

w.r.t. � in hd; ei and R.

An ation A yields I

0

with � when applied to I (written I �!

�

A

I

0

) if

I  

�

A

I

0

and no suh interpretation is loser to I than I

0

, i.e., there is no

J 6= I with I  

�

A

J and J 4

I;�

I

0

.

A servie is a sequene of ations. For a servie S = A

1

� � �A

n

and

I, I

0

two L-interpretations, we say that S yields I

0

with � when applied

to I (written I �!

�

S

I

0

) if there exist interpretations I

1

; : : : ;I

n

with

I

1

= I and I

n

= I

0

suh that A

i

yields I

i

with � when applied to I

i�1

for 2 � i � n. We say that S yields I

0

when applied to I and write

I �!

S

I

0

if there exists an assignment � with I �!

�

S

I

0

.



A servie S is realizable if there exist L-interpretations I and I

0

with

I �!

S

I

0

. A servie S is realizable in an L-ABox A if there exists an

L-model I of A and an L-interpretation I

0

with I �!

S

I

0

.

A servie S = A

1

� � �A

n

is subsumed by a servie S

0

= A

0

1

� � �A

0

n

0

(written S v S

0

) if, for all I and I

0

, if I �!

S

I

0

, then I �!

S

0

I

0

.

Let A be an ABox (i.e., a set of onept-, role-, and inequality asser-

tions) and � a set of onditions (f. De�nition 1) on individual names

ourring in A. Then we say that a servie S generates � from A if, for

all onditions � 2 �, all models I of A, and all interpretations I

0

with

I �!

S

I

0

, I

0

satis�es �.

Finally, subsumption, realizability, and generation are de�ned w.r.t.

an L-TBox T in the obvious way, i.e., by replaing eah ourrene of

\interpretation" with \model of T " in the respetive de�nition.

Continuing the biyle selling example, we an easily see that

(fowns(a

1

; b); wants(a

2

; b); owns(a

2

; p); Biyle(b)g;

;; (4)

f;=owns(a

2

; b); ;=owns(a

1

; p)g)

does not subsume

(fowns(a

1

; b); wants(a

2

; b); owns(a

2

; p); Biyle(b)g;

;; (5)

f;=owns(a

2

; b); ;=owns(a

1

; p); ;=Unhappy(a

1

)g):

In ontrast, adding the relaxation ?Unhappy or ?Unhappy(a

1

) to the Ser-

vie 4 yields a servie whih does subsume the Servie 5.

Some remarks are in order: (a) The formulation \a servie yields an

interpretation when applied to another interpretation" might imply a de-

terminism of servies. However, relaxations and the existential quanti�a-

tion of assignments introdue non-determinism in the sense that a servie,

when applied to one interpretation, may yield a variety of interpretations.

(b) The semantis is suh that, if I �!

S

I

0

, then individual names

and variables are mapped to the same individuals by I and I

0

. More

preisely, if S = A

1

� � �A

n

, then the individual names and variables in

A

i

are mapped to the same individuals in I, I

0

, and all \intermediate"

interpretations (please note that all these interpretations share the same

domain �

I

). However, in the de�nition of subsumption, I �!

S

I

0

might

involve an assignment di�erent from the one for I �!

S

0

I

0

.

Hene, in the following examples, for �; �̂; �;

^

� 2 N

C

and x; y 2 N

X

, S

is not subsumed by S

1

, but by S

2

, whih subsumes (and is subsumed by)

S

3

. Please note that this di�erene is solely due to the usage of variables

in the plae of individual names.



S := (fA(�);:A(�)g; ;; f;=:A(�); ;=A(�)g)

S

1

:= (fA(�̂);:A(

^

�)g; ;; f;=:A(�̂); ;=A(

^

�)g)

S

2

:= (fA(x);:A(y)g; ;; f;=:A(x); ;=A(y)g)

S

3

:= (fA(y);:A(x)g; ;; f;=:A(y); ;=A(x)g)

Algorithms deiding these inferene problems an be used for the afore-

mentioned support in the annotation of web pages and servie disovery.

Firstly, a web page providing a servie should be annotated with a de-

sription of this servie that is realizable, i.e., a system servie deiding

realizability would be useful. Next, a hierarhy of servies w.r.t. the

subsumption relation an be useful when onstruting an ontology of ser-

vies, and this hierarhy an be omputed using a deision proedure for

the subsumption problem of servies. Moreover, an agent searhing for

a servie S an return all web pages providing a servie S

0

subsumed by

(equivalent to) S. Finally, when trying to �nd out whether a servie S is

appropriate for a given task, one is interested in the onsequenes gener-

ated by S when applied in a spei� situation. Then one an speify this

situation by an ABox A and the onsequenes by a set of onditions �,

and ask the system to test whether S generates � from A.

2.1 Complexity of the inferene problems

Firstly, it an be easily seen that a servie S is realizable i�

S 6v (fa 6= ag; ;; ;):

Hene realizability an be redued to subsumption.

Seondly, generation an also be redued to subsumption sine S =

(pre; rel; post) generates � from an ABox A i�

S v (pre;�(S); fA= j  2 �g);

for �(S) the set of relaxations ontaining ?X for eah onept or role

name X that ours in S. Intuitively, the presene of �(S) in the relax-

ation omponent of the right-hand servie expresses that the \minimality

of hanges" is anelled. This is neessary sine S may enfore other as-

sertions besides the one in � and this should not be prohibited by the

de�nition of the servie on the right-hand side.

The deidability of the realizability of ertain servies follow from

results on Temporalized DLs (TDLs). TDLs are temporal logis where

worlds are DL interpretations. Di�erent variants were investigated, the

most expressive ones an, e.g., be found in [21, 22, 23, 24℄. Our approah

is losely related to TDLs: if I �!

S

I

0

, then I

0

an be said to \be after"

I, and the intermediate interpretations are ordered linearly. Thus it is

natural to try to translate a servie into a TDL onept. Due to the



(�nite) sequential struture of servies, we should be able to translate a

servie into a TDL onept whih only uses the \next" operator. However,

TDLs do not provide expressive means to minimize hanges.

Let us onsider servies where all role and onept names and role

names are relaxed, i.e., we do not require that the hanges of the in-

terpretation of any onept or role name is minimized. Then the above

mentioned translation of a servie into a TDL onept (whih uses only

the \next" operator) is possible. As a onsequene, deidability of the

realizability of suh servies for ALC or DLR as the underlying desrip-

tion logis and general TBoxes as bakground knowledge bases T is an

immediate onsequene of the deidability results in [21, 2℄.

In ase we want to minimize the hanges w.r.t. to ertain role- or

onept names (by not mentioning them in relaxations ?X), these results

do not help: please note that minimization of hanges of X does not mean

that the extensions of X before and after the appliation of a servie

oinide. Moreover, we believe that subsumption of servies annot be

redued to any standard inferene problem in TDLs.

Summing up, we an redue all inferene problems de�ned for servies

to (non-) subsumption of servies, and realizability of \fully relaxed" ser-

vies is deidable if the underlying desription logi is ALC or DLR and

general TBoxes are used as bakground knowledge bases.

3 Comparison with other formalisms

Frameworks similar to the one presented here have been introdued and

investigated both in desription logis and in other areas of AI, mainly in

reaoning about ations and in planning. In the following, we will briey

ompare our framework with three of them. For non-desription logi

formalisms, we restrit our attention to those whih provide more than

propositional logi for the desription of worlds/situations, i.e., whih also

allow to make assertions onerning the relational struture of a world.

To the best of our knowledge, the non-desription logi formalisms di�er

from the one presented here in that they do not have a notion of sub-

sumption between servies, and that intensional inferene problems seem

to be mostly undeidable, whereas we are aiming at the deidability of

these problems.

Planning in Desription Logis Desription logis have previously

been extended to desribe ations, their e�ets, and plans whih are om-

posed of ations. The two systems Clasp [6℄ and Rat [8℄ are knowledge

representation systems based on suh extensions. Similar to the formalism

presented here, both systems provide a notion of subsumption between

plans, and regard the omputation of \plan hierarhies" as an important

system servie. However, they di�er in (1) the underlying desription



logi, (3) the onstrutors to build omplex plans (here alled servies)

from atomi ations, and (3) the semantis of ations: (1) Clasp is based

on Classi, whereas Rat is based on KRIS. All three formalisms use

pre- and post-onditions to desribe ations, but in Clasp, these ondi-

tions are restrited to pure onjuntions of atomi onepts, whereas they

are extended ABox assertions here and restrited ABox assertions in Rat.

(2) Both in the formalism presented here and in Rat, atomi ations an

only be hained to (�nite) sequenes. In ontrast, Clasp provides riher

onstrutors to build omplex plans/servies from atomi ones: it o�ers a

non-deterministi hoie operator and an operator repeating some ation

any �nite number of times (i.e., a Kleene-star). (3) Only the framework

presented here seems to provide a strong notion of minimal hanges: re-

garding this feature, Clasp is very similar to Strips, and thus provides

a notion of minimality due to its \add"- and \delete"-lists of atoms.

Reasoning about Ations: Situation Calulus (SC) [13, 14, 15℄

is a family of logis designed for the representation of and reasoning about

ations. In SC, situations are objets and ations are funtions or relations

ating on situations and properties of objets. There exist a great variety

of di�erent SCs, and they di�er in the following aspets with the frame-

work presented here: The Situation Calulus is a (sorted) seond order

logi in whih objets and situations are distinguished, and whih pro-

vides a speial funtion \do(ation(parameters),situation)" whih maps

a situation, an ation, and its parameters to the orresponding suessor

situation. To desribe the e�et of ations, so-alled e�et axioms are for-

mulated. Moreover, one also needs to speify what is left unhanged by

an ation; this is formulated in so-alled frame axioms. Reently, several

solutions were proposed to the problem of writing down all these frame

axioms. Roughly speaking, in ertain settings, the frame axioms an be

omputed automatially from an axiomatization of the world (whih or-

responds to our bakground TBox) and the e�et axioms: even though

there is still a large number of axioms that has to be taken into aount,

the user does not need to write them down by hand, but they are gener-

ated automatially.

In general, \exeutability" of a sequene of ations is an interesting,

yet undeidable problem. However, one is mostly onerned with plan

synthesis, i.e., the automati generation of a plan whih yields a ertain

goal situation from a ertain initial situation. There exists a variety of

SC fragments for whih plan synthesis is deidable but, to the best of

our knowledge, eah fragment for whih satis�ability or entailment was

proven to be deidable [11, 20℄ annot desribe the relational struture of

situations.



Web servies: DAML-S is both a language for and an ontology

of servies for the semanti web [1℄. It distinguishes three aspets of a

servie: (1) the servie pro�le, (2) the servie model, and (3) the servie

grounding, and is designed to support various web-related ativities in-

volving servies, e.g., disovering, invoking, omposing, inter-operating,

and monitoring a servie. Our framework is designed only for the �rst

task, i.e., for the annotation of web pages with a desription of the servies

they provide suh that these servies an then be disovered by agents,

and to support the user in annotating her web pages with a desription

of the servies they provide. In the DAML-S model, the properties of a

servie related to this task are desribed in the servie pro�le. However, it

does not beome quite lear how these properties will be modeled. Most

importantly, it is not lear how the dynami behaviour of a servie is rep-

resented delaratively suh that an agent an reason about it or ompare

it with other servie desriptions.

4 Summary and Future work

So far, we proposed a framework for the representation of servies and

de�ned inferene problems that we believe to be useful when annotating

web pages or searhing for servies. The main features of this framework

an be summarized as follows.

Ations and hene servies non-deterministially transform one de-

sription of the world into another one. This is ruial sine we thus

inorporate an expliit notion of dynami hanges. Moreover, our for-

malism takes into aount the ontologial formalisms developed for the

semanti web by allowing to desribe (the relational struture of) worlds

in a standard, very expressive terminologial formalism.

Next, the semantis of ations and servies is suh that they only yield

minimal hanges|besides for those onepts and roles that are expliitly

relaxed. This allows a natural, suint representation of ations and

servies and an elegant solution of the frame problem.

Future work will �rstly inlude the investigation of the deidability

and omplexity of these inferene problems, whih obviously depend on

the underlying desription logi. Seondly, we think of extending the

expressive power of the urrent framework. For example, one might want

to state more preisely in whih way the ativation of a servie hanges

a world. This ould be done, e.g., by stating that arrying out a ertain

ation A only inreases (dereases) the interpretation of a role or a onept

name. In parallel, we plan to thoroughly ompare the expressive power

provided by our framework with the one required by the semanti web.
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